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RICHES and POVERTY
R.

C. GlLMOUK

THE THREE BIDDERS
There are people in this world who
ability) but as a result of this sinthink themselves rich and yet they
principle he breaks out into sins of
are poor; but when I say that Jesus (A true incident in the life of Roland Hill) every description. Satan has been
THE CONVERSION OF LADY ANN EESKINE
was rich in Heaven, there is no un- Will
deceiving man for the last six thousyou listen kind friends, for a moment,
certainty about it. He was equal
and years and as a consequence, the
While a story to you I unfold;
with God, and carried a mutual con- A marvelous tale of a wonderful sale
heart of man is corrupt and the
Of a noble lady of old;—
cern for us. In Genesis 1:26, God
world is full of wickedness.
said, "Let us make man in our image, How hand and heart, a t an auction mart,
What a marked contrast! We
after our likeness" speaking in the Both soul and body, she was sold!
stand back and wonder, so to speak,
plural. Jesus in His high-priestly 'Twas in the broad "king's highway,"
what a sin-hating God will do to
prayers utters words like these, "And
Near a century ago
bring about a reconciliation. Oh, the
all mine are thine and thine are That a preacher stood—though of noble love of God! In His great heart of
blood—
mine," showing a perfect unity with
love He forms the plan of sending
Telling the fallen and low
God. Not only was He rich in being
His only Son into the world to take
Of a Savior's love, and a Home above,
equal with God, but the angelic hosts
upon Himself the form of flesh and
And a peace that they all might know.
worshipped and were subject unto
become a sinless sacrifice for the sins
Him. All the glory and splendor of All crowded around to listen
of men. Thus we find the Son of God
They wept a t the wondrous love,
Heaven were His. Then as He lookcoming
among us as a little babe,
ed down upon creation with all the That could put away sin and welcome them born of the virgin Mary. At first
in
beauty of nature, upon an earth full
His spotless mansion above—
thought, we would say that Mary
of hidden wealth, into the seas teem- While slow through the crowd, a lady proud, must have been of rich parentage,
ing with fishes, and into the heavens
Her gilded chariot drove.
that God chose her as the mother of
with their wonderful system of stars
His Son, but we do not find it so.
and planets, we hear Him say, "The "Make room," cried the haughty outrider,
We
are told that at His birth, cir"You are closing the king's highway:
earth is mine and the fulness thereMy lady is late, and their Majesties wait;
cumstances were such that there was
of."
Give way, good people, I pray."
no room for Him in the inn, so He
We shall now take a look a t the The preacher heard and his soul wa- stirred was born and lain in a manger.
And he cried to the rider, "Nay."
condition of man. In the beginning
This is only a type of Jeeus' earthly
he was pure and innocent, but all Then—bending his gaze on the lady,
life. The world had no room for
too quickly Satan sowed seeds of
And now in His name, a sale I proclaim Him. Before He was two years of
And bids for this fair lady call.
disobedience in his heart; and God
age Herod tried to take His life. His
banished him from His presence. Who will purchase the whole—her body own brethren, the Jews, to whom He
and soul,
Since then every child is born with
rightly looked for support, rejected
Coronet, jewels and all?
a sinful nature. David said, "BeHim and His teaching; so much so
hold I was shapen in iniquity; and "I see already three bidders—
that He at one time said, "The foxes
THE WORLD steps up a s the first:
in sin did my mother conceive me."
have holes and the birds of the air
Man is born with enough sin-prin- 'I will give her my treasures, and all the have nests, but the Son of Man hath
pleasuies
nowhere to lay His head." Isaiah
ciple alone to take him to hell, (proFor which my votaries thirst;
viding he lives to an age of account(Continued on page 9.)
(Continued on page 9)
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EVANGELICAL
LOVE FEASTS

Pennsylvania
Mechanicsburg, Pa.
May 25-26
South Franklin District love feast at
Ringgold church May 18, 19. An invitation
is extended to all, and especially to ministers to meet with us.

NOTICE
Pennsylvania State Council will
convene at the Gratersford church,
Bucks-Montgomery district on April
4th, at 9:30 A. M. All articles for
consideration, reports and names of
delegates should be sent to the seclater than March 15th.
J. H. Martin, State Secretary.
A card to us from Brother P. J.
iWiebe of Orlando, Florida, states
that Brother W. J. Myers is holding
a three weeks revival meeting at that
place. Also, that the lovefeast will
be held at Orlando, February 16-17.

ART THOU PREPARED
ETERNITY?

FOR

Reader, thy time on earth is short.
Each closing year, each setting sun,
each tick of the clock, is shortening
thy days on earth, and swiftly, silently, but surely carrying thee on to
eternity and to God. The year, the
day, the hour, the moment will soon
arrive that will close thy life on
earth, and begin thy song in heaven,
or thy wail in hell. TODAY' thy
hands are busy at work, thine eyes
are beholding, the mind is thinking,thou are planning for the future.
TOMORROW all is still; the folded
arm, the closed eye remain, but thou
art gone—gone to eternity. Others
were once busy as thou art; healthy
as thou art; thoughtless as thou a r t ;
they are gone—gone to eternity. The
merry voice, the painted clown, the
talented artist whose presence made
the theatre and the pantomine an attraction for thee, are gone; they are
removed far from the region of fiction to that of reality—reality of
_ eternity. The shrewd merchant whose
voice was familiar to you is hushed,
and he buys and sells no more—he
has entered eternity.
And reader, thine own turn to enter eternity will shortly come. Ask
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"No," said the man, "I am not disthyself honestly; "jAm I prepared
for eternity?" Give thy conscience couraged."
time to answer; listen, it speaks to
"You are discouraged!"
thee today; drown not its voice lest
This time the man replied, "I do
it speak to thee no more.
not think I am."
Go from the haunts of sin, deLouder and more decidedly the litbauchery and vice, to the presence tle imp repeated, "I tell you, you are
of God and the Lamb—impossible; discouraged."
from the crowd of the condemned;
The man droped his head and
and the race for gold and gain, to murmured: "Well, I suppose I am."
the song of the redeemed and the
The imp, darting back to Satan,
crown of glory. No never! God says: said proudly: " I v e got him; he is
"Except a man be born again, he discouraged."
jCa'n.ndt see the kingdom of God."
Another man passed. Again old
(John 3:3).
Satan said: "Get him for me!"
Reader has this ever happened
The proud little demon of discourunto thee? Hast thou been born again
agement repeated his tactics. The
for an eternal heaven? If so, well:
first time he said, "You are discourbut if not, the horrors of an eternal
aged," the man replied emhatically,
hell are waiting thee, and today thou
"NO!" The second time the man reart nearer its unquenchable flames
plied, "I tell you I am not discourthan thou hast ever been before.
aged!" The third time he said, "You
Halt! why wilt thou meet God with
lie! I am NOT discouraged!" And he
an unsaved soul? He wills it not.
walked down the street, his head
Today He pleads, "Turn ye, turn ye,
erect, going toward the light.
why will ye die? ' Today He points
The imp of discouragement returnthee to yon cross, with the Son of
ed to his master, crestfallen. "I
God uplifted, groaning, bleeding, dycouldn't get him," he retorted. "Three
ing ; and all for thee. Yes reader, for
times I told him he was discouraged.
thee the crown of thorns encircled
The third time he called me a liar,
His brow; for thee the soldier's
and that discouraged me!"
spear brought the blood from His
Ex.
side; for thee He cried in triumph,
"It is finished," for thee is salvation
A HOLY PERSON
free today, and if thou dost accept
it as a sinner, thou wilt be saved for
II — Happy
eternity. .
0 — Obedient
L — Loving
THE IMP OF DISCOURAGEMENT
Y —Yielded
—Edna Barnes.
This splendid little story, which
is quoted from an old clipping of
A CHRISTIAN
unknown origin, points its moral so
plainly that there is nothing we need
Counting the time
to say to amplify the lesson it
c—
H
—
Hard after God
teaches:
R — Rest
In the Street of Life, walking in
I — Inward peace
the darkness of the shadows, hungry
S — Satisfied
old Satan was out hunting with his
T —; Trusting God
dogs, the little imps of human weakI -— Interested in the Lord's work
ness. A man came walking down the
A — After souls
street. Satan said to one little imp,
N — New birth
scowling with a bitter face: "Go,
Edna Barnes.
get him for me!"
Quickly the imp crossed the street,
"They who are on the altar of the
silently and lightly hopped to tfte
man's shoulder. In his ear he whis- Lord are also on the altar of sacripered, "You are discouraged."
ficial service."
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EDITORIAL
So much has been said and written of
late years on the subject of Preparation
and Power for Service that it seems almost useless for us to add our little "say"
to that already written, and yet we feel
constrained to submit a few thoughts for
your consideration.
Among many churches and individuals
there is a prevalent idea that in order to
enter the ministry of Jesus Christ, a man
needs to take four years of college training and about three years in a theological
seminary, and if he then can pass his examinations and answer certain theological
questions he is a fit candidate for the Gospel ministry. He is accordingly ordained,
sent forth and expected to lead men-into
the blessedness of a spiritual and moral
life, and fit them for eternity. In far too
many cases the individual has never been
converted nor had any of the deep soul
experiences that fit a man for the greatest
work in the world, that of revealing Jesus
Christ as an all sufficient Saviour from sin,
etc. W e have here a pathetic picture indeed, a human mechanism that has its
dynamo wound, wired and encased, but is
so lifeless it cannot even sputter.
W e have always been of the opinion
that a man will not willingly chose the
Gospel ministry as his vocation in life, unless that individual's religious experience
has been so shallow, and without the divine manifestations of life which are always manifested in a soul truly born again
or holy sanctified.
On the contrary men who have counted
for God in their ministry were those who
had the " W o e is me if I preach not the
Gospel." There are those, and we have
them in our fellowship, who cannot tell of
a definite call to the ministry, and who fall
into the error of depending almost wholly
on preparation, (largely of the head) and
their ministry is one sad disappointment,
both to themselves and their hearers.
Then too we have those who seem to
think that there is no preparation necessary whatsoever, and that all a man needs
to do, is to pass the simple requirements of
a local congregation and take his place
behind the sacred desk and by some unexplainable (don't know what you call it
experience) pass in a state of almost perfect efficiency as a preacher.
W e have little time for the theory that
preparation is of little value. W e do not
think that power consists of how loud you
can hollar or how rapidly you can speak,
nor will habitual ejaculations take the place
of the revelation of divine truth (which has
come through a K N O W L E D G E of Him.)
Preparation as we view it, is two fold,
of the head and heart. It is the acquiring
of the knowledge of God as may be re-
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vealed through His W o r d , and the experimental knowledge of God as may be received through the Spirit.
Any man no matter who he may be, or
how well trained or how well filled with
the spirit, must be classed as more or less
of a novice, in the beginnings of his ministry, and if ever he acquires lasting influence or becomes mighty in the W o r d ,
he will have "earned his spurs" (so to
speak) through deep, persistent application of himself in the work of learning more
and more of God's holy W o r d , and a
deeper knowledge of the human heart and
life, and also the ever constant desire to
be continuously filled with the Holy Spirit.
N o book learning can ever take the place
of personal experience, and it is only in
the realm of personal experience that men
are brought face to face with the greater
need, (the personal baptism of the Holy
Spirit.)
Those who ridicule the thought of preparation forget that the disciples had the
most intensive training any set of preachers ever could have. They were trained
not only by what they heard Jesus say but
by what He did! The magnitude of which
is evidenced by one of these apostles at
least when he said "And I suppose the
world could not contain the books if they
should be written."
Notwithstanding all this, these disciples
at the latter end of their training were
found helpless and hopeless. It was only
when they had received the baptism of the
Holy Spirit that they were able to effectively use the training they had received.
T h e trouble with most religious schools,
(ours included) is that they attempt to
make a sort of condensed container out of
the Bible student and the element of elimination is overlooked in the process and
both contents and containers sour.
There are exceptions of course, in
schools, as well as students, but speaking
of the latter, many have been enabled to
discourse "some" on various themes because of their training and have mistaken
this seeming ability for a call to the ministry.
Speaking of schools the writer has in
mind one very successful institution that
early in its history (due possibly to the
experiences of its founders) learned the
truth that God's W o r d , His truth, the experiences of the soul only become, active,
real and enduring as we witness that truth
or experience to others. Personally I
think every minister should have the opportunity to work in connection with a
City Gospel Mission where the sole purpose of their existence seems to be, the
salvation of souls, for a year or two at
least. W h e r e this is not possible he should
prove his ability as a soul winner before
an attempt is made to prove his ability as
a pulpit speaker.

wasted for so many years" but isn't it a
still greater pity that poor man has fumbled around these many years trying to
energize his limited endeavors, when the
great God has such an infinite reservoir of
power that will work with any style, shape,
size, vertical, horizontal, inverted, one
phase, three phase, low speed or high
speed human mechanism, with just two
necessary requisites, a clean heart and a
yielded life. If God permits you to get
specialized Bible training get it, if not get
inside your Bible and get it inside of you.
If you have no teacher, get on your knees,
spread your Bible on a chair, before you,
and there ask God through the Holy Spirit
to reveal His W o r d to your own heart
and life. Read and study good books and
the lives of men who have been soul winners in the past, but don't attempt to
preach the sacred Gospel of Jesus Christ
without the personal baptism, and inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and when you do
preach ask God to keep you in jthe Spirit,
and to preach the Gospel simple and pure
and prevent you from riding any and all
of the hobbies that many otherwise good
preachers seem to have fallen heir to.
WASTING

TIME

From Walk-Over Shoe Prints.
So brief this little mortal span
through which we're gaily drifting;
a few short years to work, and plan,
then other scenes are shifting. A little time to dream and do, a little
while to ponder, then comes the call
to me and you to pitch our tents up
yonder; a little joy, a little pain, a
few bright empty bubbles, a little
loss, a little gain and then goodbye
to troubles.
So brief this life in which we dwell,
the days so swift and fleeting; it's
almost time to say farewell before
we're through with greting. And yet.
the way some people act, so shy of
all endeavor, you'd think they had
their wagons packed to journey on
forever; they idle half their time
away, the other half they.grumble
because the world won't let them
play, and jars them with its rumble.
So much to do, so brief the time,
you'd think that folks would hustle
to do their chosen work sublime with
heart and mipd and muscle. Our
days go gliding by so fast we scarce
have time to taste them; they're
drifting out into the past—yet how
we lose and waste them!
(An old clipping from the file of
Someone is quoted as saying " W h a t a
Mrs.
J, A. Minter, Abilene, Kansas.)
pity that the powers of the Niagara were
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The Evangelical Visitor
A Religious Journal
Committed to the teaching of Justification and
Sanctihcaiion received by faith through the merits of
the sacrifice of Christ as our Redeemer and Lord;
Divine Healing as provided in the atonement; the
Second and Pre-millennial coming of Christ; and all
sacred ordinances and truth pertaining to the
Christian life. It is an earnest advocate of Gospel
Missions at hotfne and abroad and stands ready to
espouse every good thing in Christ Jesus. *
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MARRIAGES
BOOKER-MARR—On January 2, 1929,
at the home of the officiating minister, Bish.
John S-der, there occurred the marriage of
Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Booker and Sister Grace Marr, both of
Wainfleet, Ont. May God's blessing accompany them through life.

OBITUARIES
HELLER—Dora Anna Swartz was born
in Canton, Zurich, Switzerland, July 15,
1835, and departed this life at the home of
her granddaughter, Mrs. Will Van Hove,
near Clay Center, Kansas, February 3, 1929,
aged 93 years, 6 months and 19 days.
She was united in marriage with John
Jacob Heller in 1885 and came to Kansas in
1870 where she has made her home in Clay
county ever since. To this union were born
seven children, three dying in infancy.
Those left to mourn their loss are Mrs.
Louisa Eibert., Henry Keller, Mrs. Anna
Logan and Mrs. Bertha Doberer, all living
in Clay county. Also eight grandchildren
and six great grandchildren.
She was baptized in the'Evangelical faith
and not find'.ng that denominaiton here she
united with the River Brethren Church of
Clay county of which she was a faithful
member until death.
Her life was one of usefulness, sharing
the severest hardships of pioneer life with

Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa,
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Davton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bsh.
W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines. lotva Mission, 1194—14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Land : s and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Cylde Shirk and wife.
San Francisco Mission, 3730—20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland. Ont., in
charge of Mary Hess.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Car met Mission, in charge of Elder Henry P.
and Sr. Fern Heisey, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Iron Springs Mission, in charge of Christian H.
Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Engle and wife, Garlin, Kentucky.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., A. B. Musser, Steward, and Katie L. Musser, Matron.
J abb ok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, III., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger and workers.

her husband, John Jacob Keller who preceded her in death August 6, 1926. Together they endured unbelievable privations and poverty arid by hard work and
economy^ achieved success.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld.
T. Wm. A. Smith assisted by Rev. Homer
Wroten of the Methodist church.
SOLLENBERGER—Sr. Mary A. Sollenberger, widow of the late Samuel H. Sollenberger, died at the home of -her daughter
Mrs. Elam Hoover at the Chambersburg
mission. January 18, 1929; death being due
to a hemmorage of the brain. She was aged
70 years, 3 months and 25 days.
She was a member of the Brethren in
Christ church for a number of years, she
remained faithful till death. Her husband
preceded her in death thirteen years ago.
She leaves to mourn their loss, four children: Mrs, Noah Ebersole of Chambersburg; Samuel K. Sollenberger of Lewistown, Pa.; Mrs. Elam Hoover with whom
she resided; Mrs. Isaac Martin of Chambersburg, Pa. Seven grandchildren, also
three brothers, Daniel Kellar, Mercersburg,
Pa.; Jacob Kellar Williamson, Pa.; Samuel Kellar Chambersburg, Pa.
Funeral services were held January 21,
1929 in Salem U. B. church by Rev. Aaron
Oberholtzer and Rev. John H. Martin of
Lancaster, Pa, Text: II Timothy 4:7-8;
Rev. 21:4. Interment was made in cemetery adjoining.
Dearest mother thou hast left us,
And your loss we deeply feel;
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Old P e o p l e s ' H o m e
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister
Mattie Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
Elder and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Elder and Mrs.
H. H. Brubaker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. "W. O. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Mary Heisey, Miss Annie Winger, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Elder R. H. Mann, Miss
Martha Kauffman, Wanezi Misson, Private Bag,
Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder H. J. Frey, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrus Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
S Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Anna Engle,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. \frica.

India
Saharsa, B. & N . W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss
A. M. Steckley, Miss Ruth E. Byer.
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India.
Rev. G. E. Paulus, Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss M. E.
Rohrer

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Katie B. Smith, 495 First Ave., Upland, Cal.
Mrs. H. J. Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Ca'if.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, c. o. M. G. Engle,
Abilene, Kans.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th Street, Abilene,
Kansas.
Flder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Penna.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. o. Clarence Musser, Chambersburg, Penna., R. 2.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board—Aanos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy,
Penna.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Albert Reigle, Ridgeway, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Church Extension—Jacob
Ginder, Manheim, i'a.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Publication Board—Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, lnd.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kansas.
Tract Committee—Chas. Engle, Upland, Cal.

But 'tis God that hast bereft us
He can all our sorrows heal.
KRATZ—Ephriam Kratz was born January 29 th, 1852, died at the home of his son
James Ephram, Welland, Ont., December 4,
1928, aged 76 years, 10 months and 5 days.
Bro. Kratz was afflicted with asthma for
a number of years, but was in usual health
when he retired the last night he lived, he
died very suddenly, asthma being the cause
of his death. He united with the Brethren
in Christ church seven years ago and was
a faithful member until death. For a number of years his sight had been fail.ng, he
could not attend service very regular, but
would often come over to the mission to
have the workers read, sing and pray. One
of his favorite songs was, "I've Been Redeemed."
Bro. Kratz was united in marriage to
Miss Hannah M. Vaughn, April 25, 1882.
To this union were born three children:
James Ephram of Welland with whom he
resided; Mrs. Lilly Gruen of Kitchner and
Miss Mable Katz of Kitchner, four grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were held December 6
at the home of his son with further services
at Elcho, conducted by Eld. L. Shoalts.
Text: Heb. 9:27, 28. Rev. George Comfort
assisted at Elcho. Interment in the cemetery adjoining.
BAKER—At her late residence Gormley,
Ontario, December 25, 1928, Mary Ann
(Sheffer) relict of Eld. Peter Baker, who
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predeceased her twelve years ago. Grandmotner iiaKer was permitted to enter in
upon her ninety-iour^n year, having mainta.ned ' her pnysical ana mental strength
and lacuities m a very remaritaDle degree
to within rour weeks of her aemise, Having succumbed to an attack of paralysis.
Sue was tne daughter o± Jacob and Marie
Sneffer, ol a family of seven sons and
daugnters, and of a long lived race. Her
mo.nei', grandmother, great grandmother,
one aunt and one Drotner, an having exceeded the ninety year mark. S-Ster uaker
was united in marriage to the late Eld.
Peter 'iiaker in 1SO7. To this union were
born two sons, bo.,h of wh.cn predeceased
the parents, tne one in childhood, and the
other in yoang manhood. Sister Baker,
wLh her nusoand were converted in IS/2
and united wuh the Brethren in Christ
church. Sister Baker was enaowed with a
veiy marvelous, faculty of memory, and
possessed a very comprehensive historical
knowledge of the church of her cnoice in
Canada, and family relationship, age of
members, etc., and was often consulted for
data aiong these Lnes. She leaves to mourn
two granusons, two adopted daughters, wife
of D. VV. Heise, and wire of C. it;. Junes, one
only brother in his ninety-llurd year. . The
loss to a large membership of a loyal servant of God, and a host of friends who
called her "grandmother."
Funeral service conducted by Bish. Isaac
Swalm, Bish. A. L. Winger and I. C. Sinden
(M. B. C.) at Heise Hill church. Text:
Num. 23:10. Interment in adjoining cemetery. "And she was not, for God took her."
BARNHART — Sister Mary Ann Barnhare entered into rest on January 12th,
1929. She was born in the year 1853 at
Sfcevensville, Ont. She was married to Bro.
Samuel Barnhart in 1880. She is survived
by her husband, and three children: Mrs.
Chester Winger of Stevensville; E^han and
Amanda, who reside at home. Sister Barnhart was converted early in life and united
with the Brethren in Christ church of which
she was a faithful member until death.
On account of Bro. Barnhart's health,
services were held at the home by Eld. A.
E. Riegle, then at the church at Bert.e
where services were conducted by _ Eld.
Jesse Winger. Interment in adjoining
cemetery.
WENGER—Bro. Hiram Wenger, son of
Isaac and Fanny Wenger was the oldest
son of the family being born April 9, 1863,
and died near Middletown, Pa., January 2,
1929, aged 65 years, 8 months and 23 days.
He was united in marriage to Annie Greiner.
To this union five children were born. A
bereaved widow and three children surviving: Mrs. Harry Shearer, Mrs. Chas. Barts,
and Joseph with whom Bro. Wenger died.
He was a faithful member of the Brethren
in Christ church for about forty-five years
u n l l called home.
Funeral services were held at the Mastersonville church, Bishop Henry K. Kreider
and Clayton M. Engle officiating. Burial
in adjoining cemetery.
HEISEY—Sister Lydia Heisey was born
in Conoy township, Lancaster Co., Pa., December 5, 1850; died January 12, 1929 of a
short illness, aged 78 years, 1 month and 7
days. She leaves to mourn her departure
one sister, Sr. Mary Heisey of Elizabethtown, Pa., also twenty-nine neices and
nephews.
Sister Heisey was one of the pioneers of
the Messiah Home, being connected with
it for about thirty-one years. Sister
Heisey was greatly interested in the mis-.
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sion cause and was one of those untiring
individuals and was never satisfied until
she was sure that she finished her last duty
to make others comfortable.
Funeral services weie conducted at Messiah Home by Bish. H. K. Kreider and Eld.
Geo. Detwiler and at Cross Roads, Lane,
county by L. O. Musser and Bish. H. K.
Kreider and Irwin Musser. Interment in
adjo.ning cemetery.
COOVER—Sister Nancy Coover was born
near Greenvillage, Franklin Co., Pa., March
10, 1860; died January 11, 1929, after a
brief illness at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa., aged 68 years, 10 months and 1
day. She will be missed greatly at the
home, for she possessed an exceptional
spirit of appreciation and had a smile for
every one. She leaves to mourn her departure, five sisters and four brothers: Geo.
Coover of Lamar, Colo.; Samuel Coover
and Mrs. Belle Hoover, Akron, Ohio; Mrs.
Ella Miller, Trenton, N. J.; Mrs. Lydia
Fe.kner, Miss Emma Coover, Mrs. Ellen
Hanlz of Salem, Ohio; two of the brothers
preceded her in death.
Funeral services conducted from the
Messiah Home by Eld. Geo. Detwiler and
D. L. Graybill; further services at Salem
church, Franklin Co., Pa., by Eld. Henry
Wenger, D. L. Graybill and Aaron Oberholtzer. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
LEHMAN—Sister Ann Rebecca Lehman
was born March 15, 1859 and passed away
January 27, 1929, aged 69 years, 10 months
and 12 days. Sister Lehman was the widow
of Henry N. Lehman who preceded her in
death three years ago. She was also a
daughter of the late Rev. Israel Sollenberger. She leaves to mourn their loss ten children: Mrs. D. B. Heisey of Lebanon, Pa.;
Mrs. Paul I. Wenger and Miss Fannie Lehman of Shippensburg, Pa.; Mrs. Joseph A.
Sollenberger, J. Henry and Simon Lehman
all of Chambersburg; and the Misses Minnie, Elizabeth, Mary and Martha at home;
also thirteen grandchildren and one sister
Mrs. Solomon D. Wingert of Chambersburg.
S'ster Lehman was converted in early life
and un'.ted with the Brethren in Christ
church, and remained faithful until death.
She will be greatly missed in her home and
her community.
Funeral services were held at Air Hill
church Thursday morning. Januer 31, conducted by Bishop David H. Wenger, Rev.
Henry O. Wenger and assisted bv Rev. Lafayette Shoalts. The text was II Tim. 4:7-8.
I N MEMOEIAM
Our home is sad and lonely now
Dear mother's gone away
The angels came and took her home
To yonder shining shore.
She suffered much while here on earth,
Much more than tonnrue can tell
And greatly longed for that bright home
Where sufferings never come.
And yet while suffering here below
She tried to serve the Lord
We know He promised in His Word
To such at rich reward.
She
And
And
The

bro't us early to the Lord,
taught us of His love,
always was concerned about
welfare of our souls.

We'll
Since
Thou
There

remember thee, dear mother,
thy work on earth is done,
hast gone to live with Jesus
to sing redemption's song.

As the family chain is broken,
And a precious link is rone
May we strive to be united,
Evermore in that bright home.
The blow was hard, the loss severe,
Tn part with one we loved so dear,
Gone from us our sainted mother
Grant her Lord eternal rest.

WAGNER—Daniel Wagner was born
February z, 1861, and died January 26, 1929,.
aged 6/ years, 11 months and 25 days. He
was the son of, Jacob and Louise Wagner
and was married to Sarah Brechbill January 26, 1888. They had the privilege of living together forcy-one years, he having
passed away on their wedding anniversay.
Four children were born to this union: Mrs.
Oscar Stump of Richland twp.; Mrs. Ollie
Yarde, who preceded him in death; Mrs.
Emmit Olinger of Keyser; and Mary Elizabeth at home. He was a kind hearted and
loving father, always interested in the welfare of his family. His earthly life was
checkered with affliction, calling forth the
sympathy of all who knew him. He much
appreciated bemg home with his family
during his last illness and the loving care
bestowed upon him by his family and
friends.
During the past few months of his life
he manifested a deeper interest in spiritual
things and expressed himself as being ready
to go. He united with the Brethren in
Christ church in 1893. He leaves to mourn
his departure his wife and daughters, one
foster son, Jay Brechbill of Kendallville,
Ind.; four grandchildren, two sisters, Mrs.
Jacob Scott of Elkhart, Ind.; Mrs. George
Lyons of Richland township, besides many
other relatives and friends.
Services at the Union chapel, conducted
by Eld. V. L. Stump. Text: Psa. 17:15.
Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
IN MEMORY
Father's gone to rest with Jesus
On the bright eternal shore
There to dwell with the immortals
In the bright for evermore.

,

He has joy we know not of
As he rests in Jesus', arm,
Christ had showed to him His love
And he now is safe from harm.
Now there is one place tha't's vacant
That no one else can ever fill
He has gone on home to glory
But his memory lingers still
Dearest father we shall miss you;
In the days that come and go.
But we know a loving Saviour
Will give comfort here below.
We commend you to His keeping
Trusting in His precious love,
And we wait for that glad morning
When we meet in Heaven above.

A LIVING THIEF
The late eloquent Dr. George C.
Lorimer used to tell how once he
asked a man to join the church.
"No," said the man, adding: 'The
dying thief never joined the church,
yet he went to heaven.' "Will you aid
the Church then by making a contribution to missions?" added the
doctor.'' "No," answered the man,
"the dying thief never gave to missions, and yet he went to heaven."
"Oh, yes," retorted Dr. Lorimer.
"but there is this difference between
him and you. He was a-dying thief
while you are a living one."
"Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good."
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Reports and Testimonies
BUFFALO MISSION REPORT
Greetings of love through the precious
name of Jesus to all the dear Visitor family.
We praise Him because He is a helper in
every time of need, and surely there is
nothing too hard for Him.
The Lord has been blessing His work at
this place. The work was dull through the
summer months, but thank God, it has been
reviving since school started. It is with
difficulty that people are kept interested in
the city during the hot season. We are
glad for the faithful pilgrims who stand
by the work at every season. The attendance in the Sunday School has been very
good. The last few months has brought
much sickness, but the Lord has been blessing the work. We appreciate very much
that some of the larger girls of the S. S.
have been saved. Some are doing very
well, and seem to be bright prospects for
the Church.
The Lord has very definitely healed a
number of people. One was afflicted with
prenicious anemia. The doctor frankly told
her he could not help her. We were in the
home when she was told of her short time
on earth. It was refreshing to see how little she was moved, how good to be prepared
when the call comes. She said she desired
to be annointed and today is restored to
better health than she has enjoyed for some
years. We could relate numbers of other
healings just as remarkable.
Eld. E. J. Swalm came to the mission the
third of January to labor with us in a revival effort. The attendance from the beginning was good. The first break came
on Sunday evening, and from that time
there were seekers almost each night. Some
came thirty miles to the meeting and missed only a few nights. Numbers of the young
people were renewed, we were glad for the
outsiders who were saved also. Bro. Swalm
enjoyed liberty in preaching the Word, and
the Spirit was very faithful in convicting.
It was truly wonderful the way souls were
brought to the altar of prayer. One young
man sat for over an hour under the mighty
hand of God. He could not go until he surrendered to God. We are glad for the restitution which was made. Heaven must
have rejoiced many times when these souls
became willing to meet the record of their
life.
There were four healing services held.
The dear Lord was most faithful to His
promises even beyond our faith, or that
which we might expect. It was stimulating
to hear the people get up and testify to definite help from God. One had a dislocated
bone replaced. Another child for whom
the doctor held out no hopes was restored
to health. We do not know how to praise
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God for His power in our midst. We are
very glad for the revival. May the blessing of God rest on our brother as he labors
for souls.
Financial for September
Receipts
Bro. and Sr. Monkelbaan, $5.00; Sr. M.
Steinman, $1.00; Grantham S. S., $30.79;
Bro. and Sr. Lapp, $2.00; Sr. Myra Doner,
$5.00; Bro. and Sr. W. Cloke, $5.00; Sr.
Clara Winger, $2.00; Bro. Jesse Winger,
Wainfleet, Ont., $5.00; 'Bro. Jesse - Sider,
Wainfleet, Ont., $5.00; hall, .35; Bro. and
Sr. Robert, $10.00; Sr. Gladys Shauntz,$5;
Bro. Ehlers, $5.00. Total $81.14.
Expenditures
Table $54.50; sundry $5.16; gas $1.30;
electric $1.82; telephone $2.81; fruit for
canning $14.45; sugar for canning $12.20;
repairs $1.12. Total $93.36.
Financial for October
Receipts
A sister Owassa, $1.00; Sr. Michael, $5;
S. S. class, Ramona, Kans., $4.50; Sr. J.
Kline, $5.00; Bro. and Sr. A. Winger, Gormley, Ont., $2.00; Bro. and Sr. R. BrilLnger, Gormley, Ont., $1.00; Bro. and Sr. Steckley, Gormley, Ont. $2.00; Sr. M. A. Climenhaga, Stevensville, Ont., $1.00; Bro. and Sr.
Hess, Mt. Joy, Pa., $2.00; Bro. and Sr. Robert, $10.00. Total $33.50.
Expenditures
Table $54.91; sundry $3.62; gas $2.60;
electric $1.90; telephone $2.81; car fare .25;
repairs $4.75. Total $70.84
Financial for November
Receipts
Sr. Viola Fretz, $5.00; Sr. Pearl Winger,
$5.00; Sr. Margaret Climenhaga, $5.00;
Hall, $1.15; Bro. and Sr. J. Teel, Hagersville,'Ont., $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Lapp, $2.00;
Sr. Mabel Hiltz $2.00; Bro. and Sr. O. H.
Teel $5.00. Total $30.15.
Expenditures
Table $43.47; sundry $3.43; gas $3.23;
electric $2.94; telephone $2 81; car fare .25;
fuel $10 25; repairs $2.80; water $1.20.
Total $70.40.
Financial for December
Receipts
Bro. and Sr. Heximer, $5.00; Bro. and Sr.
C. Sider, Wainfleet, Ont., $2.00; Sr. Winger's
S. S. Class, $7.10; A brother, Elizabethtown,
Pa., $10.00; Sr. C. Steckley, $5.00; Sr. Anna
Carver, $3.00; Vaughan S. S., $7.50; Sr.
Lewis, $10.00. Total $59.60.
Expenditures
Table $33.62; sundry $4.41; gas $3.25;
electric $2.82; telephone $2.81; fuel $10.25;
repairs $6.54; car fare .25. Total $63.95.
Financial for January
Receipts
Sr. Luella Steckley, $5.00; Sr. Rhoda
Steckley, $5.00; Sr. Pearl Winger, $5.00; Sr
Viola Fretz, $5.00; A Friend, $1.00; Bro.
George Sheffer, $5.00; Bro. and Sr. M.
Hoover, $10.00; Bro. and Sr. W. A. Cloke,
$5.00; Mrs H. Mueller, $1.00; Bro. and Sr.
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E. A. Robert, $10.00; Sr. Anna Carver, $5;
Sr. Ethel Milne, $5.00; Sr. Etta Putman,
$1.00; hall, $1.00; Sr. Ethel Kline," $5.00;
Bro. and Sr. O. H. Teel, $5.00; Bro. and Sr.
P. J. Wiebe, $2.00; Bro. Swalm, $5.00; Sr.
Luella Steckley, $5.00. Total $86.00.
Expenditures
Table $46.75; sundry, $4.26; gas $2.60;
electric $3.42; telephone $2 81; fuel $20.50;
car fare .23; freight $2.70. Total $83.29.
Provisions were donated by a number of
brethren. The brethren of Markham sent
us a shipment of vegetables. It consisted
mostly of potatoes. There were some other
vegetables also, but the potatoes were appreciated very much. We are very grateful to the brethren for their remembering
us each year. May the Lord continue to
bless them with a bountiful harvest. We
also appreciate the donations from the other
brethren. We are thankful too, to Bro. and
Sr. Peter Sider who gave us a goose last
Thanksgiving and one this Thanksgiving,
and one at Christmas. May the dear Lord
abundantly bless all who have so liberally
contributed to the support of the work at
this place.
Please continue to pray for us and the
work here.
Yours till Jesus comes,
E. C. and Sr. Bossert.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
"O magnify the Lord with me and let us
exalt his name together." Psa. 34:3. This
scripture has been uprising within as we
come to report another three months. The
Lord has stood by us. Over and over in
these recent months we have in time of
definite need experienced the witnessing
of the Lord, hearing His voice on various
occasions "this is the way". How we rejoice in the Holy Spirit's leadings and in
hearts made clean and submissive to God's
holy will. What blessing! What peace!
Our work has been a continual seed sowing, marked with times of reaping, or harvest-time. The promise, oh how precious,
we shall reap if we faint not. There have
been some clear conversions, which have
brought joy both in heaven and upon earth.
Our hearts with a heavy burden are constrained to cry out "where are the nine?"
were there not ten cleansed? We rejoice
however that there are two precious souls
who have been saved recently who are giving God the glory, attending each service
and giving praise to God. One is a brother
of Scotch decent, the other a Hollander.
Our monthly prayer meetings have been
proving a great blessing to the work. We
hold them the first Monday evening of each
month in our hall, our regular place of
worship. Regular street-meeting and indoor services are held each week, every
night except Monday.
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We are thankful for all our needs supplied. May God bless each brother and sister and the many friends who have so
heartily supported by their tithes, gifts and
offerings. The Lord reward each one is our
prayer. "Pray for us."
Our work has been especially heavy these
winter months, in assisting others on account of so much sickness.
Receipt
Hall offerings
$206 95
A Brother, Elizabethtown, Pa
10.00
Bro. and Sr. A. J. Heisey, Hamlin,
Kans
2.00
In His name, Calif
10.00
Bro. and Sr. Ignacious Ales, San
Deigo, Calif
5.00
In His name, Calif
10 00
Sr. McNeal, Chambersburg, Pa
5.00
Mothers S. S. Class, Mechanicsburg,
Pa
44.00
Valley Chapel S. S., Canton, Ohio.... 8 50
A Bro., Calif
5.00
Total

$306.45
Expenditures

Table supplies
House incidentals
House and hall rents
Hall exp. and gas
Poor
Coal and wood

$ 61.44
11.59
202.50
31.16
4.63
6.00

Total
$317.32
Balance on hand Nov. 1,
$102 55
Balance on hand Feb. 1,
$ 9168
Bro. and Sr. Ezra Sheets donated a large
sack of oranges.
Yours in Christ till Jesus comes,
Mpggie E. Sollenberger and
Rhoda F. Wingert.
WAINFLEET, ONT.
Our revival meetings at Wainfleet, Ont.,
started on December 30, 1928, with Blsh.
W. J. Myers of Massillon in charge.
During the first week of the meetings a
three day Bible conference was held. The
subjects on the program were well chosen,
and God used our ministering brethren to
bring to us messages full of truth and inspiration.
Following the >B:ble conference many of
our homes were visited by sickness, which
affected the attendance.
However, we want to thank God for His
faithfulness to us. Bro. Myers was faithful
in bringing to us Spirit-filled and searching
messages. Some of these were directly to
the unsaved, others to the church, pleading
with God's children to consecrate themselves to God and His service and live
Snirit-filled lives. God's spirit was present
with us, and a number came to the altar to
be reclaimed or sanctified.
We feel that Bro. Myers has done his
duty toward all, leaving each one responsible for the light we have received. Our

prayer is that we all may stand true to God.
May God's choicest blessings attend Bro.
Myers in his work.
E. M. G. Cor.
TESTIMONY
Dear Visitor Family:
Greetings in Jesus precious name.
I am praising the Lord for victory and
for His saving, sanctifying and healing
power, which has been manifested in my
life.
I am glad while I was young Jesus saved
me. Though I was a sinner and unloveable,
yet He stooped low enough to pick me up
from the depth of sin, and make me pure,
and clean. I praise Him for the "born
again experience" I have passed through,
and it still holds. Praise His dear name. I
have been saved almost three years, and
am not sorry, but only regret I did not accept Him sooner.
I am especially glad for a salvation we
can know something about, something real.
We know just when and where it happened,
and when the devil trys to make us doubt,
we can point him back to the place where
we settled it all.
The Lord gives me a real determination
to keep pressing onward and upward, and
give no place to the devil, but ever be kept
in the center of the Lord's will, walking
hand in hand with Him, keeping Him uppermost in mind, keeping all worldliness and
sinfulness out of my life, living holy acceptable unto God.
Oh how it behooves us to walk close with
God, knowing His will continually.
I expect to stand true until the end, and
by the grace of God make heaven my home.
Yours in His service,
Bernice Deemy,
Dallas Center, Iowa.
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
Cold waters to a thvflyby soul—These
words of Solomon may be fitly used as applying to writing to our beloved missionaries in the foreign field. At a recent service our minister asked all who wou'd agree
to write a letter soon to some special one,
on the field to say so. A number responded
giving the name of the one they would
write to. So our dear ones out on the forefront of the battle may soon expect to receive letters even from some who have
never written a letter before. By this
means, .the church at home, and the ones
on the field may be more firmly united as
one, in the great work of saving those who
sit in heathen darkness.
....Some of the darker things—In our last
prayer meeting held in behalf of the missionary cause, Sr. Naomi Lady snoke of
a certain outschool in Africa, where Satan
has been very busy in causing the people
to go back on the God they once loved and
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served. Our earnest prayers were asked
especially for this cause. By this we see
there are many things which bear heavily
on the hearts of the missionaries that from
a human standpoint would be very dark indeed.
With long life will I satisfy Him—My
father and mother, known as Grandpa and
Grandma Byer are having the woids of
the Psalmist fulfilled in their lives. He
passed his ninety second birthday. She being a few years younger. They have walked together for near 68 years. God is
granting them good health and above all
the joy of the Lord.
Our semi-annual Council—This was held
on the eve of January 29, in our church.
Bishop C. C. Burkholder was moderator.
Among much business of a local character
that was acted upon Brother B. M. Books
was chosen as our minister for the third
year. He was also chosen as our delegate
to General Conference. May God graciously keep His hand upon our dear young
brother and may he in all humility serve
God and the church.
Quarterly Missionary Sunday. Its Meetings.
A Brief Outline.
6:30 A. M.—
Prayer in the prayer room. Our foreign
mission work with its various needs was
earnestly and we believe effectively brought
before God. Our hearts were melted.
9:30—A song service of fifteen minutes
preceded Sunday school proper. The lesson,
"The Holy Scriptures" was very precious
and the need of carrying the word of God
to eveiy land and nation was stressed. Sr.
Emma Frey, our missionary superintendent, led a program given by the children
on the spread of the Gospel. It was veiy
touching indeed and no doubt will do much
good. An offering of $142.00 was lifted in
Sunday school.
11:00 A. M.—Elder Alvin Burkholder
brought us the message at this time. His
text was, "What is that in thine hand." Ex.
4:2. The consecration of our talents to
God was forcefully brought out. He said
consecration is getting to be too commonly used. Abandonment to God is a better term. If we faithfully and fearlessly
use what is in our hand, the foreign work
of our church will not suffer for men or
means to cairy on God's work.
6:30 P. M.—Young People's meeting. Sr.
Irene Haynes leading, "How shall we use
our money as God's people" was the subject of the evening. A number of speakers
gave interesting talks, fololwed by Sr.
Lady from Afiica who spoke of what might
have been accomplished in Africa if our
own people had used their money and given . themselves years ago. Elder Alvin
Burkholder then spoke saying, "We give
ourselves and all our money to God and
(Continued on page 9.)
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This department is begun with the hope that it will furnish our ministry with a medium
of exchange for suggestions and helps for pulpit material, methods of work, etc. We
sincerely invite your hearty cooperation in supplying material you may deem of interest to this department.—Editor.

SOME MIGHTY SOUL WINNERS ministrations now took that tone of
intense earnestness and irresistable
G. W . RlDOUT
power which made them so remarkThe history of the church reveals ably effective during the remainder
many holy men who were mighty as of his life. His sermon had been of
soul winners. Particularly was early the usual mechanical form, homiletMethodist history rich in this field. ical in the modern sense of the term,
Since the church has neglected and conscientiously prepared but artificlargely given up the great doctrine ially elaborate; he now saw that they
of holiness, Methodism no longer is were not modeled after the preachthe great revival church that she ing of Christ and His apostles. "They
was. Let me name a few great soul became powerful oratory, h o m e
winners:
directed appeals to the conscience
David Stoner was a marvelous and heart, rather than formal adevangelist. No one saw so many dresses to the intellect," says his biosouls saved with- the exception of grapher.
Another mighty soul winner was
Bramwell. His -great usefulness beRev.
A. B. Earle, the Baptist Evangan with his experience of entire
gelist.
He was the man whom he
Sanctification, which was the special
Lord
used
to lead Dr. Daniel Steele
theme of his ministry. This young
into
the
blessing
of perfect love.
man began to seek the blessing of
Brother
Earle
tells
of how he reSanctification two years after the
ceived
the
baptism
of
the Holy Spirit
great holiness evangelist, Bramwell,
to
preach
effectively.
died.
While struggling for it, he
"I held union meetings, alternatewrote, "Lord, what is it hinders? I
think if Mr. Bramwell were some- ly between the Baptist Church and
where within fifty miles, I would go the Congregational. I visited from
to him that he might teach me and house to house, and prayed with difpray for me. But, how foolish is ferent families, and felt very anxthis! Christ is here with me, and in ious for a pale from hard work. It
me! Why then, do I not enter into seemed to me I would have been willthe promised land? Lord, I beseech ing to die for souls, and yet I found
Thee remove the hindrance out of my heart was not thoroughly meltthe way!" Two weeks later he ed. I preached quite a number of
wrote, "Glory be to God! My soul times to the churches in all the earnis full of love and joy." Stevens estness of my heart, and tried more
says, "He obtained the clear assur- and more earnestly to get them near
ance," and the name of David Ston- enough to Christ to have a revival.
er has ever since been precious I wondered why they did not melt
down; I was half discouraged. After
throughout the Methodist world.
prayer and fasting and much labor,
One of the most useful ministers
I went alone before God and inquirof the first part of the Nineteenth ed what the matter was, and what
Century was John Smith. He was more we could do. Then God seemed
•converted in 1812 and commenced to speak to me by the Spirit and say,
preaching in 1814. In 1815 he began "You are just as cold as the churches
to study the Methodist views of to whom you are preaching." It
sanctification, and consecrated him- startled me. "Am I cold?" I said.
self to the highest Christian life. His "Your heart has not really broken

up for years." I said, "Did I not
weep while preaching this afternoon?" "You did, but it was water
running from ice when the sun is on
it.
Then I saw it all; I saw the difference between anxity and soul travail. I then saw why souls were not
saved and God's work revived.
The fault was largely with the
minister, and I was the minister. I
went to the Congregational pastor
and told him what I had discovered.
After a little, as he looked into his
own heart, he said, "I am in the
same state." No wonder there was
no more done. Ministers had not the
upper room power; they had but
little power with God.
"We prayed with and for each
other for some days, but my heart
did not melt. I knew there was power
enough in Christ to break up the
fountain of my heart, and there was
efficacy in prayer. So I resolved to
spend the night alone with God. And
what a night it was! I had, I think,
twenty seasons of prayer that night,
but my heart seemed to rebel and
grow harder. After four hours I had
used all my arguments with God,
and my heart had not melted. I finally used the publican's prayer for
hours, "God be merciful to me a sinner." I did not detect any immorality in my life, but I lacked the anointing; needed the baptism of pain, real
birth pain that brings souls into the
kingdom."
"Toward morning the fountain
broke up: my heart melted as it had
not for years. Christ seemed to
breathe on me and say, "Receive ye
the Holy Ghost." And oh, such a fulness of love! My heart was full. I
said all alone, "I've got it, the longsought blessing is mine!"
In the morning I went out and
said the very words I had used the
day before. Now the wicked broke
down. I preached a little sermon to
twenty-three denominations over the
country."
"If the pastors with whom I have
labored have not melted down and
received tlie baptism of real soul travail, the work has usually been light
and unsatisfactory; but if they have

1
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the churches, and they broke out
with power. I found the fault was
with the preacher. Little did I think
I myself was in the way when I was
so anxious and working so hard. I
could not say the deacons ana members of the churches were right, but
how soon they melted when the ministers melted. For more than sixty
years I have noticed that as soon as
the pastors have melted down and
led the way the churches have usually quickly followed, and I have workworked with about 1,000 ministers in
received the anointing of the Holy
Spirit, so that they really travailed
in birth for lost men, I have never
known a failure."
May the Lord give us preachers
and evangelists for the great work
of soul saving, and a like breaking
up and baptism such as A. B. Earle
experienced—God's Revivalist.

Reports
U P L A N D , CALIF.
(Continued from page 7.)
then the chief concern is, how much dare
we use for ourselves, then we ask God before we spend. We must be sure to obey
God. At this same time the Junior meeting in the basement was addressed by Si.
Katies B. Smith. This was also reported
to have been very blessed.
7:30 P. M. — Singing, Testimony and
Praise.
8:10 P. M.—Elder Charles Engle spoke
using the woids, "Why stand ye here all
the day. idle." Matt. 20:6. Some thoughts
were: "Idleness is an opportunity for the
devil." "Missionaries ought to be busy for
God at home tdl the way opens to go to the
field." "Prayer is the most effective way to
spread the Gospel; by it, souls are led to
go, give, and work." $128.00 was given in
this service; $270.00 for the day; a perfect day with one exception. No one has so
far volunteered to go. Men are needed.
Moie women than men are on the field.
REPORT OP REVIVAL
A series of meetings were opened at
Shenks church near Deodate on New Year's
night and continued for two weeks with
•Bro. David Eyster of Thomas, Oklahoma in
charge. The meetings were quite well attended. Bro. Eyster preached the Word
with power and gripped hearts yet, we
would have liked to see more souls saved,
but we are glad for those who did accept
and we pray they may continue to obey the
Lord, and may God's blessing rest upon
our dear brother as he goes to other fields
of labor.
• Clayton M. Engle, Cor.
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T H E T H R E E BIDDERS
(Continued from page 1.)
She shall dance each day more joyous and
gay,
With a quiet grave at the worst.'
"But out spoke THE DEVIL, boldly:
'The kingdoms of earth are mine.
Fair lady, thy name, with an envied fame,
On their brightest tablets shall shine;
Only give me thy soul, and I give thee the
whole,
Their glory and wealth to be thine.'
"And, pray, what hast thou to offer,
Thou MAN OF SORROWS unknown?
And He gently said: 'My blood I have shed
To purchase her for mine own;
To conquer the grave, and her soul to save,
I trod the wine press alone.
" I will give her my cross of suffering,
My cup of sorrow to shaie;
But with endless love, in My home above,
All shall be righted there:
She shall walk in light, in a robe of white,
And a radiant crovioi shall wear.' "
"Thou hast heard the terms, fair lady,
That each hath offered for thee.
Which wilt thou choose, and which wilt
thcu lose,
This life or the life to be?
The fable was mine, but the choice is yet
thine
Which of the three shall it be?"
"Pardon, good people," she whispered,
As she rose from her cushioned seat—
Full well, they say, as the crowd made way
You could hear the pulses beat;
And each head was bare, as the lady fair
Knelt at the preacher's feet.
She took from her hand the jewels,
The coronet from her brow;
"Lord Jesus,' 'she said, as she bowed her
head,
"The highest bidder art Thou;
Thou gav'st for my sake, Thy life, and
I take
Thine offer—and take it now.
"I know the world and her pleasures,
At best they weary and cloy;
And the Tempter is bold, but his honors
and gold
Prove ever a fatal decoy;
I long for Thy rest—Thy bid is the best,
Lord Jesus, I accept it with joy!"
"Amen," said the noble preacher;
And the people wept aloud.
Years have rolled on—and they all have
gone,
Who formed that awe-struck crowd,
Lady and throng have been swept along,
As on the wind a morning cloud.

But the Savior has claimed His purchase;
And around His radiant seat,
A mightier throng, in an endless song,
The wondrous story repeat;
And a foim more fair; is bending there,
Laying her crown at His feet.
—Anon.

RICHES AND POVERTY
(Continued

horn pane 1.)

foretells Him as being "despised and
rejected of men; a man of sorrows
and acquainted with grief." Continually was He doing good and helping
the needy; yet the Jews hated Him
without a cause, because as Jesus
said, they were of their father the
devil. Poverty? Yes. But Jesus did
not stop there. All through His
earthly ministry He taught His disciples that the Son of Man must die
for the people. During the last year
of His public ministry, the hatred
and wicked passions of the Jews
seems to have reached a climax, as
we find that Jesus humbled Himself
and became obedient even unto the
death of the cross. If anything can
touch our hearts, this should. He
didn't meet death in an electric chair,
but rather in the most cruel, inhuman way that the most cruel nation
of the then known world could invent. Just look at Him for a moment
as He hangs there. See Him stripped of His clothing, a gazing stock
to the world and a prey to the elements; see those ragged wounds in
His hands and feet that those cruel
spikes have made; see that bleeding side where the spear was so
roughly thrust in, and His tender
forehead jagged with the crown of
thorns. Besides all this, His heart
was broken because His Father had
turned His face from Him. Is it any
wonder that Jesus cried out, "My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" Again I ask, was this
poverty." Alas, it was! Poverty to
its bitterest dregs. And then to think
that it was all for your sins and
mine.
On the cross for me, on the cross
for me;
See Him hanging there in agony;
Jesus paid the price, Himself the
sacrifice
On the cross for me.
(Continued

on page 15.)
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WHAT THINK YE OF CHRIST?
"Pharisees, with what have ye to
reproach Jesus?"
"I He eateth with publicans and
sinners."
"And you, Caiphas, what say you
of Him?"
"He is a blasphemer, because He
said, 'Hereafter shall ye see the Son
of Man sitting on the right hand of
power and coming in the clouds of
heaven.' "
"Pilate, what is your opinion?"
"I find no fault in this man."
"And you, Judas, who have sold
your Master for silver—have you
some fearful charge to hurl against
Him?"
"I have sinned, in that I have betrayed innocent blood."
"And you, centurion and soldiers,
who led Him to the Cross, what have
you to say against Him?"
"Truly this was the Son of God."
"And you, demons?'
"He is the Son of God."
"John Baptist what think you of
Christ?"
"Behold the Lamb of God."
"And you, John the Apostle?"
"He is the bright and morning
Star."
"Peter, what say you of the Master?"
"Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God."
"And you Thomas?"
"My Lord and my God."
"Paul, you have persecuted Him;
what testify you of Him?"
"I count all things but loss for the
excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord."
"Angels of Heaven, what think ye
of Jesus?"
"Unto you is born a Savior, which
is Christ the Lord."
"And Thou, Father in heaven, who
knowest all things?"
"This is My beloved Son, in whom
I am well pleased."
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"Dear reader, what do you think
of Christ?"
—Good Tidings.
THE CITY GATE
I expect that V-My few of my readers have ever lived in a city with a
big wall around it, and immense iron
gates that are closed every evening.
That is the kind of a city where I am
jiving! justi now. Outside the city
there are many thieves and robbers,
and a soldier stands at every gale
with his gun in his hand to keep out
any one who has no right to enter.
Not long ago I went for a walk one
afternoon in the fields outside the
wall, and I am sory to have to toll
you I stayed a Kile too long, for
when I reached "The East Gate,"
and tried to enter the city to come
home, I found the gate was shut.
There ,was a man knocking a n d
pounding at the gate trying to get
in, but it was no use. There were
two women talking very fast, explaining why they had come late,
and perhaps, saddest of all, there
were two or three children, just crying as if their hearts would break.
As I looked at the shut gate, and
then at the little crowd of people outside, I could not help but think of
another gate where there will be a
much larger crowd, trying m u c h
more earnestly to get in, but the only
answer well be, "Depart from Me,
into everlasting fire." Yes, there will
be weeping and wailing then, outside that gate,—more bitter weeping
than people know anything about
now, for they will be shut out of
Heaven, with no hope of ever entering in.
|
When I came up to the gate, somebody said, "You ask Him to open it;
perhaps He will do it for you," but
the others said sadly, "No, it's no
use." I knew that it was no use trying to get in there, and I felt so sorry
for the poor people, so I said, "Let's
hurry around to the South Gate and
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see if we can get in there." The people very willingly agreed. The children stopped crying, and they put
forth all their strength to strive to
enter in at the other gate.
What does that make you think of?
Doesn t it remind you of the words
of our Lord Jesus, "Strive to enter
in at the strait gate"? Perhaps you
think that it s very easy to be saved,
—'very easy to enter through the
gates into the Heavenly City. I never
remember the Lord Jesus telling us
that. If a thing is very easy, we do
not need to strive to do it, yet the
Lord says, "Strive to enter in." He
says again, "They that seek Me early
shall find Me." If we have a hard
job to do, perhaps we get up early
to get at it, so as to be able to do it.
It's terribly important, and there is
nothing in the world that is so hard.
The Bible speaks of "the exceeding greatness of His power to usward who believe, according to the
working of His mighty power, which
He wrought in Christ when He raised Him from the dead."
That, dear children, is the power
that is needed to save one of you
little ones. There is nothing in your
whole lives so important. Compared
to that there is nothing else that
matters. If you are not already saved, let me beg you to copy these people who were left outside the city
gate, and put forth all your strength
to "Strive to enter in at the strait
gate."
It would have been serious if we
had not been able to get into the
city, but nothing compared to the seriousness of your case, dear child, if
you are left outside that door,—
never, never to enter Heaven, but to
spend eternity in hell with the devil
and his angels.
I am thankful to be able to tell you
that we reached the South Gate in
time. The soldier let us all pass, and
soon we were safely at home. It was
not many days after that afternoon,
that again I was outside the city.
This time thre were many more robbers outside the city, and all the city
gates but one were closed, both day
and night. As I came up to this one
gate, I saw that the two big doors
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were drawn together until there was
just room for one man at a time to
squeeze through. There was a big
chain across the little opening of the
doors and anyone who wished to enter
the city, must bow down and go under
that chain. That was not all, for inside the gate there were four soldiers
with their guns, and as each man
entered the city he was searched to
see what he was trying to bring in.
The people did not like this, for nobody likes to have to bow down, nor
does anybody like to be told that he
must leave some of the things outside. Some, indeed, were not allowed
in at all, for they had no right to
enter in through the gates into the
city.
This gate reminds me very much
of the strait gate that the Lord Jesus
tells us about. Strait means narrow,
like the little slit between the doors
of the city gate where I entered. Only
one person can come at a time. You
cannot say, "Well, 111 be saved if my
friend will." No, if you want to be
saved, you must come all by yourself, and like I had to do to enter the
city, so you must do. You must bow
down and humbly before God tell
Him that you are a poor lost sinner,
and you want Him to save you.
Do you remember that the Lord
Jesus told His disciples that it was
easier for a camel to pass through
the eye of a needle than for a rich
man to be saved? So when you come
to that gate to enter that Heavenly
City, there are many things you must
leave outside. Like those four soldiers who searched everyone as they
tried to enter, so the eye of God
searches your heart, and if you are
trying to bring in some of your own
good works, some of your own righteousness; indeed, if you are trying
to bring anything in, if you are trying to make any bargain with God
as to what you may keep, and what
you must leave behind, then I am
sure you will be turned back, like
some were at this city gate.
But perhaps you ask, "Well, who
can get through that gate into the
City, and be sure of not being turned
back?"
Listen, and I will tell you. In my
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little New Testament that I carry in
my pocket, I read in Revelation 22:14, "Blessed are they that do His
commandments, that * * * they may
enter in through the gates into the
city."
There is the only right, the only
title that will ever let you enter that
Heavenly City. If you have your
robes washed in the precious Blood
of Christ, then you have a perfect
right to the Tree of Life; then you
may enter in by the gates into the
City. If you still are kesping the filthy
rags of your own righteousness/your
own goodness, then let me tell you
very plainly, and very sadly, that
you have no right to enter the Heavenly City. Your only right is to enter
the lake of fire.
Don't put it off. Now is the accepted time, now is the day of salvation. Do not sleep until you know
that the blood of Jesus Christ His
Son has cleansed you from all sins.
"What will you do without Him,
When He hath shut the door,
And you are left outside because
You would not come before?
When it is no use knocking,
No use to stand and wait;
To hear those words of sorrow,
That's terrible, 'Too late!'
"Why should you do without Him?
It is not yet too late;
The day of grace continues,
He has not shut the gate.
He calls you, hush—He calls you!
He would not have you go
Another step without Him,
Because He loves you so.
"Why will you do without Him?
He calls and calls again—
'Come unto Me! 0, now come!'
Oh, shall He call in vain?
You cannot do without Him,
And He wants even you."
—Messages of Love.
THE DISUSED HARP
A disused harp had long lain in a
front room of an old house in Kentucky. No one in the family could
play it, but, seeing it was a family
relic, care was bestowed upon it, and
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its parts were kept bright and clean.
Sometimes, indeed, it had been
deemed in the way, and there had
been talk of throwing it out on the
dust heap. But still it remained in
its place, no one liking to do the deed
of destruction.
A weary man on his journey, stopped at the house and was granted
hospitality for the night.
Supper was over, and he found his
way with others into the front room.
There he noticed the old instrument,
and taking it up looked carefully upon it. At once he became deeply interested, and began with masterly
skill to tune its strings. Then most lov
ingly he swept his hands across them
and produced the loveliest music. All
who heard were entranced with the
sweet sounds, and for a long time he
kept them silent and absorbed with
the rapturous strains. When at last
he ceased, and all were expectant
that he would say something about
it, he remarked, "This was my grandfather's harp. His mark is inside.
He gave it to me as a little boy and
taught me to play it. My grandfather played for the king in the old
country. During the great civil war
the enemy raided our home and the
harp was never seen again."
That instrument, made for a musician, had been silent for years. At
last it was found by its owner and
used with great effect.
You were made for God's glory.
You were designed that upon you
might be played the music of the
praise of God. Is this music being
played in your life, or are you silent?
Oh, put yourself in His hands.
Powerless in yourself to produce a
single note aright, He is all-powerful
and can make you of use for His
glory far and wide.—Selected
"The essential element in man's
part connected with the drawing
power of the world to come is our
faith. 'Without faith it is impossible
to please Him.' "
"This world loses its attractions
as our vision of the attractions of
the world to come becomes brighter."

^
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The Foreign Missionary Department
Edited by H. Frances Davidson, Grantham, Pa.
AFRICAN LOVE FEAST
MAPANI, DEC. 8TH AND 9TH, 1 9 2 8 .

Helping to arrange for this Love
Feast and Baptism service, and choosing of two deacons, was among some
of the last things our beloved Bishop
Steigerwald did before going home
to Glory. Some of the Native
dhurc/h had been informed of our
brother's strong desire to be present at this service but he was called
to higher service two days before.
We arrived at Mapani about midday, motoring through from Wanezi Mission Saturday morning stopping and reloading at Mtshabezi.
We covered nearly 90 miles to this
school. We were very glad to find
that the native overseer with the
church had preaching and testimony
meeting, and were just coming out
of this service when we arrived.
They came up in a group to the missionaries little brick hut, which w'as
built on the hill for the Brother
Steigerwald, years before, when he
visited these schools.
These folks
looked to him as their Spiritual
father, but today they felt bereaved,
with sad faces; yet many expressed
their sympathy for us and Sr. Steigerwald. Some who had been closely
connected with him in the work in
the past, seemed unable to express
themselves more than to weep, for
being reconciled to death is unknown
to the heathen Native. It takes time
for those who have turned to God to
realize the beauty there is in the
words, "Precious in the sight of the
Lord is the deiath of His Saints."
Viewing death in this way it is a
victory instead of a sad catastrophe.
The bright testimony our Brother
left of being ready and even longing to go, has, we believe, made a
good impession of European Natives. On Sunday as we took a little
time in a memorial service we also
spoke of two of our best Native
teachers, who were called home recently, we believe fully prepared to

meet their Lord. As opportunity was
given for those in sin to turn, and
for those who wished to draw closer
to the Lord and be better workers
for Him, a number stood, and we all
came before the Lord in prayer. We
earnestly intreat our readers that
you join us in prayer that the God
who -called Elisha will call workers
to take the places of these who have
fallen.
Several other interesting features
of these services were, that one of
two fallen member's who were taken
back into the church at this time
was Poli who came to the church
young and when only a boy felt called and went with Brother Doner out
to Chibi, but later wandered away
from the Lord. Again he became tired of sin so yielded to the Holy Spirit, and was married by\ christian
marriage several years ago. Somehow to see such return after realizing the bitterness of sin, we have
more hopes that they will not be so
easily drawn away again as the test; ing time comes to them all. But such
as Poli should see more clearly the
folly and deceitfulnes of sin.
Another case was, a young man
who had been at the Government
School and passed Standard 4, and
on his return said that he wanted
to take many wives. He took a girl
who he was bethrothed to, though a
baptized member, and had her living .at his kraal for about 7 month
without any Native or Christian
marriage ceremony. But in answer
to prayer, perhaps by thisi girl's
christian mother, the Native church
and the missionaries, or perhaps in
answer to your prayers at home
this young man became so miserable
that he walked over to the mission
about 16 miles and said he did not
want to leave the Lord, so was married in a very quiet way on Sunday
in the missionaries' little hut. Such
couples are not taken in the church,
for they have been in disgrace. How-
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ever, we have bright hopes for them
if they continue as now, for they
seemed to see the need of respect to
f3od's law in regard to marriage,
and didn't want fine clothes, a feast,
and a big crowd which is becoming
a curse to the christian weddings.
The man wore a simple khaki suit,
and the woman a common dress, so
they set a beautiful example for
others to follow. May we emphasize
more strongly the need of us continuing in prayer for the backsliders.
One man and thirteen women and
girls, mostly from the adjoining
schools followed the Lord in baptism
Saturday P. M., and on Sunday near
fifty took part in feet washing and
communion service. A number of the
members stayed all night at this
place, and were very well entertained by the Mapani people. In this the
Native church does very well.
Last but not least was a meeting
of the mothers. Some of our older
Sisters see very much the need of
the mothers old and young, and at
times the girls coming together in
special meetings for themselves. If
the younger women whom Paul wrote
of to Titus needed help and advice
from the older women our people
here need it.
In closing^, may we ask you to
pray God to call more workers, both
European and Native, also for the
Native church that she may be revived, and for the backslider that
they may yield and return to the
Lord.
Let us pray for those sister's who
are trying to help the younger women and girls to live a better life.
Your's in His glad service.
W. O. Winger1*
NEWS FROM INDIA
CHRISTMAS

CELEBRATIONS

ON

THE

MISSION FIELD.

Many days before December twenty-fifth the Indian Christian people
might be heard joyously referring
to the 'Great Day,' and as the day
grew nearer the spirit of the day became more and more manifest. In
morning worship we talked about
the birth of Jesus, in evening meet-
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ings it was the Christmas songs
which were most popular. The school
girls were busy preparing a little
program, and every one seemed to
be asking, "How much longer must
we wait?" The missionaries themselves, aroused by the Christmas
spirit in the air, began to assume a
mysterious manner—closing themselves in and doing up parcels and
parcels of saris (women's g a r ments), dhotis (men's garments)
and many smaller articles of clothing for the little tots. Other small
parcels were made up which contained sweets and nick-nacks and
all were carefully packed away together. Yes, and there was a door
which had formerly been open to all
which now bore a forbidding aspect
with a frowning lock, and concealing from all intruding eyes this
goodly heap of packages.

tance another and a rather touch- then very tiny. Please remember
ing party of singers consisting of Daud in your prayers that he may
three of the women who live in our have a safe and sure recovery and
Widow's Home, they could neither that he may learn to know the Lord
read the words of the hymns nor in a deeper measure and become a
carry the tune very well, one was a true servant of His.
cripple, one the wife of a leper and A NEW-COMER ADDED TO OUR NUMBERS
Born to Dershan and Gertrude
the other has only been in the MisLai,
teacher and Bible Woman of
sion a few months; but they did
Supaul,
a " daughter on December
their best and went from door to
tenth.
door with their glad message of song.
Correspondent.
Other parties of singers followed
and the joyous spirit of the day was
THE PIRATES AND THE BED
well manifested at that early hour.
In the forenoon there were ChristIt was a nice little white iron bed,
mas services at both stations, and
in the evening all the missionaries like some of our children sleep in
were together at Saharsa for a little every night, but it had a light iron
social time together. How we do frame work that went over the top,
praise God for the gift of His dear from which a mosquito netting hung,
Son who came to bring light and life for this bed was to be used in South
China where the mosquitoes are very
and Peace on earth.
thick, and cause not only terrible
DEDICATION SERVICE AT SAHARSA
At the close of the Christmas ser- itching from the bites, but they carry
vice the following new babies were the deadly malaria.
There was a nice mattress, too. It
dedicated to the Lord by Brother
was
not an "Ostermoor," however,
Dick, Roland Victor Singh, son of
but
"was
stuffed with bamboo shavBabu P. C. Singh and wife, preachings,
for
it
was made in South China,
er and teacher at Saharsa; Nathenwhere
bamboos
are more plentiful
ial Hendri, son of William and Ruth
than
"Ostermoors."
Hendri; Freddy, son of Matias and
I bought the bed and the mattress
Ruth Bishwas; Satiawanti, daughter
of Soman and Jasodia; Ishmael Sin- at "Sinceres" a fine big department
gh and Paul John, the two children store in Hong Kong, and had it carethat Brother and Sr. Dick are car- fully packed in oiled paper and baming for, and Hasina, the little girl boo matting, for it had a long journthat Sr. Steckley has in her charge. ey before it.
A very impressive service especially
There were no express "companwhen one stopped to realize what ies" or delivery agencies to handle
the lives of these little brown chil- the shipping, nor could I say to "Sindren might have been had they been ceres," "Send this bed up for me."
brought up as the thousands about No,—it was a very much more diffius. Thank God, by His grace they cult thing to take my bed the 200
shall have opportunity of being miles home, than to buy it,—but this
taught of Jesus their whole-lives and time I was in luck.
it is hoped that they will early learn
It was on Friday that I bought
to know Him as a personal Saviour. the bed, and suddenly discovered that
A CALL TO PRAYER
a little sailing junk was leaving for
One of the oldest boys of our Or- our city on the following Monday.
phanage is at the present time ill Gladly I paid "sompan" hire, and all
in the Saharsa Dispensary. The na- the necessary "comshaws" to get my
ture of his sickness is not fully de- bed from the store to the junk.
termined as yet but it is feared that
There I had to leave it, for the
his trouble is of a very serious nadear old missionary for whom it was
ture. His name is Daud Prakash,
intended was sick, and needed me,
son of Phagu, who came to the Misand it might be that I couild get
sion several years ago, sick and helpthrough some other way more quickless and alone with this boy who was
ly than the sailing junk.

On the evening of the twentyfourth the places of worship both
at Supaul and Saharsa were filled
with light joyous hearts.
Most
of our christian people were represented and all joined heartily in a
few songs, while at the latter named
place the girls gave a short Christmas program which was much enjoyed. Then followed the main feature of the evening when the missionaries called out the names of
each one present and one by one
they came forward to receive the
gifts which had been previously prepared. There were never-to-be-forgotten smiles as tiny arms were upstretched to receive the simple gifts
and many were the older people, as
well, who looked their best as their
gift was handed to them. But the
candles grew more dim and the last
name was finally called and we were
dismissed by prayer.
Christmas Day celebrations began shortly after midnight in real
earnest, and our people, apparently
eager that not one moment of it
should be lost were up and out singing Christmas hymns very shortly
after it began. Fisrt came a party
of preachers and others singing the
old familiar hymns in Hindi, and as
their voices died away in the dis-
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I will not tell you all the story of
that journey home, for it is a story
by itself, but after about a week's
steady traveling I did get there. One
of the first questions put to me was,
"Where is the new bed?" I cheerfully told of my good luck in finding the
sailing junk, and though we well
knew it might be a three weeks'
journey against contrary winds, we
all were willing to wait patiently
with the hope that soon the poor sick
missionary might exchange his present bed consisting of three b a r e
boards stretched over two wood trestles and a little quilt over it, for the
luxury of real springs and mattress.
The weeks came and went, but the
bed did not come. What was wrong?
Had the junk gone to the bottom?
Or (what we secretly knew was most
probable) had it and the cargo been
seized by pirates?
Alas, our worst fears were soon
realized, after waiting over six weeks
one of the merchants came to call,
bringing the sad news that everything had been captured.
"What would we pay to redeem our
bed? It cost $35.00; would we pay
60 percent?"
"We don't do business with robbers ' was all the comfort we gave
them. More messengers called.
"Would we pay 30 percent?"
"No, we don't do business with
robbers."
"What would you pay?"
"Not a cash."
It was a sad blow but we were immovable and all negotiations f e l l
through. Many a joke we had with
the old missionary (who had by this
time recovered without his bed), as
we thought of the pirate chief comfortable stretched on the little white
bed and enjoying the deliciousness of
a mattress, a thing unheard of before.
It was one of the "all things" in
China, and like Paul of old, one needs
to be ready there to suffer the loss of
"all things''—yes to "count them but
dung for Christ's sake," -so there
were no hard thoughts over the loss,
though we did present our case to
One above.
But truth is ever stranger than.
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fiction. One day a friend rushed in only as a fault, and that a minor
all excited. The bed was coming! one. But it is the very taproot and
Rather the junk was coming! Yes, source of all sin. It transgresses the
the soldiers had swooped down and great law of life: "The just shall live
caught the pirates. Perhaps the chief by faith." Unbelief denies the veracwas napping in the new bed; we re- ity of God; in effect, it makes Him
ceived no particulars, however, but out to be a liar. It is fatal to all spiritual strength and to all real usefulthere was endless excitement.
A few days passed, and then, sure ness. Distrust robs us of our blessenough, along came the bed. We met ings, as it once robbed the Israelites
the coolies who carried it up to our of Canaan. It exposes us to the magate, anxiously loking to see in what chinations of the powers of Hell. It
shape his lordship the pirate chief, grieves the great loving heart of God.
had left it. But it had not even been The one and only thing which will
unwrapped. Maybe he did not know shut men out of heaven is unbelief.
what it was, but he certainly never There is no sin in the universe so
heinous and so deadly as that. Yet it
knew the comfort he had missed!
A Chinese gentleman accompanied is inherent in our fallen nature, and
the bed, and we asked him for the we are powerless to cast it aside.
account of expenses, which we knew How then is the Apostle's injunction
well would be heavy, but to o u r to be obeyed? By "looking unto Jeamazement found there was none. sus," Who is "the Author and PerDuty paid, freight paid, soldier's fector of faith." "Lord, increase our
charges paid, delivery coolies paid. faith," should be the daily and hourly
petition of our hearts; for, "without
He said:
"The junk and all the cargo came faith it is impossible to please God."
back because of your bed. It must
Selected.
have been your God taking care of
your bed, or else we would never have "I SHALL GIVE THEE THE HEATHEN FOR THINE INHERITseen our things again."
It is truly no vain thing to trust
ANCE."—Ps. 2:8.
our God, and you, dear children, have
each a soul more precious than all
Here is at once the justification
the world. Can you say with Paul:
for Christian Missions and the as"I know whom I have believed, and surance of their ultimate success. It
am persuaded that He is able to keep passes our comprehension how any
that which I have committed unto disciple of Christ can fail to be interHim against that day?" (2 Tim. 1:- ested in the evangelization of |the
12.)
world. That men should be uncon"Blessed are all they that put their cerned as to the eternal destiny of
trust in Him" (Psa. 2:12).
those so dear to the heart of One
—Selected. Whom they profess to love; that no
loyal enthusiasm should burn in their
'"THE SIN WHICH DOTH SO breasts for the extension of the doEASILY BESET US."—Heb. 12:1. minion of their King; these things
are an enigma to us. That His command
to "preach the Gospel to every
Some people imagine that t h i s
passage refers to their own peculiar creature" should go unheeded apbesetting sin; a brief study of the pears to indicate the rankest discontent teaches us the Apostle is obedience. Surely no abundant showspeaking of the sin of unbelief. The ers of blessing can be expected to
iheicet! cf |faith are watching us, fall upon hearts so utterly out of
therefore we are to "lay aside . . . touch with the mind and will of the
the sin which doth so easily beset us" Master. Some people offer as a justiall. How few people realize that un- fication of this attitude, their belief
belief is a sin; fewer still that it is that missions have been, and are,
the sin of sins. Want of faith is look- and will always be, a failure. Such
ed upon as an infirmity; or at most men are either unacquainted with
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the history of missions and with the
teaching of the Holy Book, or they
reject, as untrue, the testimony of
both. As regards the latter, at any
rate, they are without excuse. "The
word of the LORD endureth forever;" what He hath spoken He will
surely bring to pass, and He hath
said to the Messiah: "I shall give
thee the heathen for thine inheritance." Let those who seek to follow
Christ's command in this matter
build their hopes upon the promise.
The difficulties may be enormous,
the consummation may be long delayed, but the conquest is inevitable:
"Round His standard ranging,
Victory is secure,
For His truth unchanging,
Makes the triumph sure."
—Selected.
RICHES AND POVERTY
(continued from page 9)
In II Cor. 9:9 we read these words,
"For ye know the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that though He was
rich, yet for your sakes He became
poor that ye through His poverty
might become rich."
We are taught that things of value
cost something, the greater the value
the greater the cost. What a storehouse of riches Christ's sacrifice has
opened to us. First, man who was
banished from the presence of God
can now find favor and reconciliation with Him again. (Eph. 2:16.)
"And that He might reconcile both
(Jews and Gentiles) unto God, in
one body by the death of the cross,
having slain the enmity thereby."
Not only did Christ bring us into
favor with God but He opened a new
and better covenant unto us. "But
now hath He obtained a more excellent ministry by how much also
He (Jesus) is the mediator of a better covenant which was founded upon better promises." Under the law
a man must be born of the tribe of
Levi to ever become a priest, but
thanks be to Jesus, under this new
covenant we all can be born kings
and priests unto God. Sacrifices and
offerings could never make the comers thereunto perfect, but we find
Paul breaking out in language like
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this, "Having therefore brethren,
boldness to enter into the holiest by
the blood of Jesus; by a new and
living way, which He hath consecrated (or made new) for us, through
the veil, that is to say His flesh; and
having a high-priest over the house
of God; let us draw near with a true
heart in full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an evil
conscience and our bodies washed
with pure waters." But this life can
only bring to us a foretaste of the
riches Christ gives to us. As we
cross the valley and shadow of death
with eternal life in our possession,
then shall we enter into an inheritance incorruptible, and undented, and
that fadeth not away, reserved in
Heaven for you.
WHAT WESLEY TAUGHT
Jill

ON CHRISTIAN PERFECTION

Wesley said in that wonderful
classic on Christian Perfection, "Beware of that daughter of pride,—
ENTHUSIAM.
0 keep at the utmost distance from it! Give no place
to a heated ^imagination. Do not
hastily ascribe things to God. Do
not easily suppose dreams, vodctes,
impressions, visions, or revelations
to be from God. They may be from
Him. They may be from nature.
They may be from the devil.
"Another ground of these and a
thousand mistakes, is, the not considering deeply that LOVE is the
highest gift of God,—humble, gentle, patient love; that ajl visions,
revelaion, manifestations whatever,
are little things compared to love;
and that all gifts are either the same
with, or infinitely inferior to it.
"It were well you should be thoroughly sensible of this,—the heaven of heavens is love. There is nothing higher in religion; there is, in
effect, nothing else; if you look for
anything but more love, you are
looking wide of the mark, you are
getting out of the royal way. And
when you are asking others, 'Have
you received this or that blessing?'
if you mean anything but more love,
you mean wrong; you are leading
them out of the way, and putting
them upon a false scent. Siettte it
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then in your heart, that from the
moment God has saved you from all
sin, you are to aim at nothing more,
but more of that love described in
the thirteenth of first Corinthians.
You can go no higher than this, till
you are carried liito Abraham's
bosom.
"And hope maketh not ashamed;
because the love of God is shed
abroad in our hearts by the Holy
Ghost which is given unto us." Romans 5: 5.
He taught the doctrine of Christian Perfection, which he held to be
attainable, and that instantaneously, by the believer in his life. He
taught complete deliverance from
sin, and the assurance of hope as the
privilege of all. However, he found
many who claimed to have such experience of grace as to be raised
above all danger, even of sin; but
he says that not one in thirty of
these perfectionists held out, or retained the blessing they claimed to
have. "Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he
fall." (I Cor. 10:12.) He laid emphasis on the need of the ABIDING
FULNESS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
Hear Wesley's testimony when he
said, "I make no account of any
profit, or pleasure that does not bring
me eloser to God; nor do I shrink
from any hardship or misunderstanding, if thereby it will more completely wean and detach me from
the things of time and sense, and
unite me to God."
Also he said, "J would as soon
curse and swear as to fret or worry." And a greater than Wesley has
said, "Fret not thyself because of
evil doers—Commit thy way unto
the Lord; trust also in Him, and He
shall bring it to pass—Rest in the
Lord, and wait patiently for Him;
fret not thyself because of him who
prospereth in his way." (Psalms
37:1-5-7.
After the death of John Fletcher,
'the! Imost saintly character of his
day, Wesley himself said of him,
"I was intimately acquainted with
him for about thirty years; I conversed with him, morning, noon, and
night, without the least reserve,
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during a journey of many hundred
miles; and in all that time, I never
heard him speak one improper word,
nor saw him do an improper action.
So unblamable a character in every
respect, I have not found in Europe
or America; and I scare expect to
find such another on this side of
eternity. Among his last words were,
'God is love.' "
"For by one offering he hath perfected forever them that are sanctified." (Hebrews 10:13.)
BENEFITS DERIVED FROM THE
PRAYER MEETINGS
W. L. REIGHARD

These benefits derived from the
prayer meetings were handed to me
from the Dallas Center, la., congregation and I submit them to the Visitor for publication.
1. Light and inspiration from the
Scriptures.
2. I have received light on God's
will for me by attending the prayer
meetings.
3. I receive food for my soul.
4. Prayer changes things a n d
brings me closer to the Lord.
5. A vision of lost souls, increased faith and much encouragement.
6. To store my mind with the
things of God to feed upon, and-is a
means of keeping me in my everyday life.
7. I find myself drawn closer to
God than before.
3. I have been encouraged to go
on at any cost—no matter what the
cost may be.
9. The prayer meeting keeps us
in closer touch with the Lord, the
testimonies and prayers of others
lift us up.
3 0. New inspiration to live a life
more devoted to God.
11. Help and inspiration to the upbuilding of my soul.
12. I have been drawn closer to
Jesus and received many blessings
and inspirations from the study of
God's word.
13. The realization of the need of
walking close to God.
14. The great importance of having our lives governed by the Word
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of God, living "as unto the Lord."
15. Obtained food for my soul, promoting in my life, "holiness unto the
Lord."
Why not be a regular attendant?
THIRST
"Let him that is athirst come, and whosoever will, let him take the water of life
freely." Rev. 22:17.
Often when reading this verse, I rejoiced
greatly at the very end of the Bible we
have such a kind invitation and such a
gracious offer. And what a monderful invitation it is to a world of thirsty people!
Yes, people are suffering from thirst,
whether they are conscious of the fact or
not. Deep down in the heart is a longing for something that will really satisfy,
consequently there is a rushing to and fro
and a vain seeking here and there for that
which will quench the thirst and bring
contentment to the soul.
Sometimes we wonder why it is, that,
comparatively speaking, so few find the
true life-giving water, of which the poet
sings:
"I am drinking at the fountain
W h e r e I ever would abide,
I have tasted life's pure river
And my soul is satisfied,
There's no thirst for worldly pleasure
N o r adorning rich and gay,
I have found a richer treasure,
One that fadeth not away."
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that I have never forgotten it, and I
thought at that time I should never anymore in my life, take a drink without appreciating fully the great value of common cold water, and just as refreshing as
is natural water to quench thirst, so is the
living water. It revives and refreshes the
soul and gives us the more abundant life.
Should any read these lines who know
that there is a thirst within them for something that will satisfy. Let me say to you,
come to Him W h o said, "He that cometh
to me shall never hunger, and he that believeth on me shall never thirst." John
6:35. Yield all your life to Him and you
too will learn to truthfully say,
"I heard the voice of Jesus say, 'Behold I
freely give
The living water; thirsty one, Stoop down
and drink and live;
I came to Jesus and I drank of that lifegiving stream;
M y thirst was quenched, my soul revived,
And now I live in Him."
M . Alice Keefer, Millersburg, Pa.
Ponder the path of thy feet, and let all
thy ways be established. In all thy ways
acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy
paths.—Solomon.
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CLEAR READABLE PRINT <
How sad it is, that when there is such an
abundant supply of life-giving water and
when it is so freely given to whosoever
will; that multitudes go on from day to day
with a burning thirst which could so quickly be quenched and the "parched ground"
of their hearts would "become a pool, and
the thirst land springs of water" and also
they would become channels through
whom would flow "rivers of living water"
to refresh others.
I believe there are many in our own
land of Bibles who do not know, neither
would believe if told, that their restlessness
is caused by the deep thirst of the soul, I
believe this because of my own experience.
Before I came to Jesus and drank
of that water which abundantly satisfies, I did not know why my life was so
unsatisfactory, joyless and miserable. Only
after I yielded my life to Him did I find
out that my soul had been dying of thirst.
Thirst of the soul as well as natural
thirst causes suffering. Only once in my
life did I realize what it is to be really
thirsty for natural water. Once in my
young girlhood I was very ill with a high
fever and not being allowed to have a
drink of cold water for some days, it
caused such intense suffering from thirst
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